High-multiplicity events were selected in collisions of 800 HeV per nucleon Ar on KCl and Pb. In these events projectile fragments are highly suppressed, and the angular distributions of high-energy protons are almost isotropic in a moving frame whose rapidity is y 0 ( y 0 ~ 0.60 for KCl and
If one describes high~energy heavy-ion collisions in terms of NN (nucleon-nucleon) collisions, inclusive particle production would originate from both single NN collisions (clean knock-out process) and subsequent multiple NN collisions (mult cascade process), because the mean free path of 1 nucleons inside the nucleus is known to be comparable to the typical reaction 2 3 size of the colliding nuclei. ' In fact, the importance of both processes has been clearly demonstrated in a recent oton correlation experiment. 4 • 5 l!igh-.!!!_ultiplicity .!:_Vents (hereafter called HME) are events in which a large number of nucleons are actively involved. We thus expect that the detection of HME tends to select small impact parameters and to enhance multiple NN collisions. Because several collective phenomena, such as hydrodynamical flow. shockwave, etc •• have been predicted for events where multiple NN collisions dominate, selecting ID1E is of special interest.
In order to select HME we used 9 sets of tag counter telescopes placed at 40° with respect to the beam direction and arranged almost symmetrically in azimuth. Each telescope consisted of two plastic detectors with an absorber -sandwiched in between. We selected only high-energy particles, typically E ~ 100 MeV, since low-energy protons below 50 MeV could comefromtarget proton evaporation which is not the type of HME in which we were interested. The solid angle of each telescope was 48 msr which subtended 68 "" 10° and 1'\¢ "" 22°.
We measured energy and angular distributions of light fragments with a mag-4 netic spectrometer as a function of the particle multiplicity in these telescopes.
Typically. spectra of protons between 50 and 2000 HeV were measured
by the spectrometer at lab. angles of 10°-110°. Technically special attention had to be paid to attaining a high coincidence time resolution ("' 2 ns FWHH)
between the spectrometer and tag counters to achieve negligible accidental coincidence counts.
In order to understand our tag-counter system, especially to study the relationship between the total event multiplicity (MT ) and the measured ot observe now that the angular distribution of 600 MeV protons is almost isotropic for HME, while it is forward and backward peaked for inclusive events.
Complete suppression of projectile fragments for HME as seen in Fig.  2 and the almost isotropic angular distribution for HHE as seen in Fig. 3 strongly suggest that l~IE are dominated by the multiple NN collision conponent through which the initial memory of the beam direction is averaged out to all directions.
Since the inclusive proton yield arises both from single NN collisions and multiple NN collisions, let us assume that it can simply be expressed as,
(do/dp). l . ""a(do/dp)CKO+b(dO/dp)H E~
where the first term is the clean knock-out component, and the second term, which is the multiple collision component, is simply replaced by the observed data for HME. Two quantities, a and b, are normalization constants.
-+ (do /dp) CKO' calculated by The important conclusion drawn from the above study is that the fraction P is strongly dependent on the kinematical region we are dealing with.
Finally let us discuss whether there is some evidence of collective phenomena when HME are selected. Fig. 4 shows proton and pion spectra for Ht1E
(the absolute scales are arbitrary). We selected the highest multiplicity in which the data were still statistically meaningful. Typical features of the data are a) the non-exponential shape for low-energy protons and b) the steeper exponential fall-off for pions than for protons. Althoup,h both features a) and b) have already been observed in inclusive t., 7 spectra • we emphasize the fact that the flattening of the proton spectra in the low-energy region as well as the discrepancy of the exponential slope between protons and pions are more pronounced for HME. So far the best fits to these ciata have
een o ta1ne w1t t1e exp os1on moe o 1emens an asmussen 1n w11c1 a radial explosion flow from the compressed hot nuclear matter is assumed. HO\v-12 ever, other models such as the cascade model are also consistent with the data.
In the present measurements, we have been unable to find any direct evidence for effects which can he attributed to the formation of shockwaves.
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